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You Can't Beat the Odds

Suppose, for the sake of argument, that you live in a large

ity su h as Paris or Berlin. You are

seated on a bus ; a passenger departs, leaving behind an umbrella. You take the umbrella, with
the idea that when you get home, you will pi k up the phone and dial seven random numbers in
the hope of rea hing the owner of the umbrella (provided that the rst three digits are the same
for all ten-digit telephone numbers in the
This is, of

ity).

ourse, a made-up story, and su h a plan in real life would be ridi uled as hopelessly

naive. But don't laugh too qui kly, be ause many of your fellow
Friday evening of having

hosen the

itizens have the hope every

orre t lottery numbers, the probability of whi h is 1 in

13,983,816. Su h odds are worse than those of lo ating the owner of the umbrella a

ording to

the plan des ribed above, sin e there are only ten million random sequen es of seven digits.
Many lottery players imagine that they

an outwit

han e by

hoosing numbers that have

not appeared frequently in the past. Su h a strategy is wholly without merit, for

han e has no

memory. Even if, say, the number 13 hasn't been drawn in a long time, in today's drawing it has
exa tly the same probability of being

hosen as any of the other numbers.

In fa t, there is some positive a tion that a lottery player
ombination of numbers that is unlikely to be
small

an take, and that is to

hoose a

hosen by many other players. Then if, by some

han e, one wins, it is less likely to have to share the prize with a large number of winners.

That, however, is easier said than done. On one re ent o

asion, many lottery winners saw their

dreams of millions greatly redu ed when it turned out that the winning numbers, whi h formed
a

ross on the sele tion

ard, had been

hosen by a surprisingly large number of people.

Adapted from Ehrhard Behrends' Five-Minute Mathemati s, AMS, 2008.

Questions
1.
2.

Explain the ten million possibilities you have for the random telephone number.
Assuming that when you play the lottery you have to

hoose

hoose 6 numbers out of 49

numbers, explain the probability of 1 in 13,983,816 whi h is mentioned in the text for a
winning ti ket.

3.
4.

Explain :  han e has no memory.
In the last paragraph of the text, the author mentions a

ross on the sele tion

ard ; how

is it possible ?

5.

In the Ameri an Mega Millions Lottery (Mega Millions ti kets

ost $1.00 ea h), players

pi k six numbers from two separate pools of numbers - ve dierent white numbers in a
list from 1 to 56 and one yellow number in a list from 1 to 46. You win the ja kpot by
mat hing all six winning numbers in a drawing. The
written to be 1 in 175,711,536. Is this

han es of winning the Ja kpot are

orre t ?
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